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The FX—301 L and FX-401 are two monolithic microcircuits
which function as precision frequency sensitive switches. The
FX-301 L is a single set-point switch intended for HI/LO switch-
ing operations, the FX-401 is a dual set-point version designed
for sophisticated Hl/lN-LIMIT/LO frequency monitoring
systems.
Both devices are purpose-designed for ‘analogue’ frequency
monitoring applications, such as Tachometry, Flovvrate and
Process Control, where switching operations must be performed
when a signal frequency reaches pre-determined levels.
These LSI (Large Scale Integration) circuits incorporate all the
necessary signal amplifiers, reference generators, logic arrays
and output switch drivers forming a fully operational sub-
system. The only external components required are a few
conventional resistors and capacitors, these allow the user to
programme the switch operating frequencies, hysterisis and
signal cut-off fail safe delay.
The FX-301 L and FX-401 may be used individually, or in
combination, to perform almost any'required frequency oper-
ated switching function, from simple ‘No Flow’ alarms to
complex multi-level precision monitors for high technology
control systems. They are the most advanced state-of-art
devices for this purpose available today, and set new standards
of economy and performance in this important application-
area.

As an added assistance, two special printed circuit cards are
also available. These are supplied ready drilled for the approp-
kriate device and its external components, and allows experi-
‘mental or prototype circuit arrangements to be rapidly and
correctly set up by the engineer.

FIG.1 FX-401 DUAL DATUM SWITCH
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

TACHOMETRY
FLOWRATE
PROCESS MONITORING
FREQUENCY ALARMS

me. 2 FX-301L‘DATUM SWITCH
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